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After the Storm:
Presidential Perspectives
During a conversation at her Mas
sac husetts Hall office on September 8,
and in a September 21 Sanders Theatre
dialogue with former ABC news anchor
Charlie Gibson, President Drew Faust
sounded sanguine notes about the condi
tion of the University and its direction.
After the “ unanticipated, earthshaking
crises of 2008-2009” (when the endow
ment’s value sank by nearly $11 billion
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and Harvard faced liquidity challenges),
she said, it feels as though the institu
tion has “come through a thunderstorm
and into the sunlight again.” She touched
on finances and operations (fortified by
positive investment returns for fiscal year
2010—see “Endowment Improvements,”
page 58); Harvard’s ability to sustain its
core academic priorities; the prospects for
a fundraising campaign; the findings of
scientific misconduct by a faculty mem
ber (see “Scientific Misconduct, and Its
Aftermath,” page 57); University gover

Gut REnovation of the Sherman
Fairchild building this fall will yield 62,000
square feet of space for 275 investigators
dedicated to stem-cell research, including faculty members, graduate students,
technicians, postdoctoral fellows, and
research assistants.The high-density
open labs—211 net square feet per work
station—are part of a design philosophy
intended to foster collaboration that
carries over from the unbuilt Allston
science complex. When the $65-million
to $70-million project is complete in
the fall of 2011, there will be 16 faculty
investigators engaged in stem-cell and
regenerative biology in Cambridge here
and in the adjacent Bauer Laboratory.
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Drew Faust and Charlie Gibson
in conversation

nance; and other matters. Highlights from
the two conversations follow.
Operations, and academic initiatives.
Faust said that fiscal constraints had “giv
en us the opportunity” to scrutinize how
work is done, from the individual schools
to the central administration. Necessity
provided the impetus to
examine practices that had
developed unplanned, and
To read more to reconfigure them where
from the appropriate. The result, she
September 8
interview, see said, is a set of better pro
harvardmag. cedures, such as those aris
com/through- ing from the study of Har
a-thunderstorm. vard’s dozens of libraries
For a complete
account of the (see “Libraries on the Edge,”
September 21 January-February, page 41):
event, see har- better integrated operations,
vardmag.com/ tangible efficiencies, im
faust-gibson.
proved collecting practices,
and enhanced digital capabilities. “We
wouldn’t have undertaken that scrutiny”
and brought people together to address
problems and pursue new opportunities
without a sense of crisis, she suggested—
and was reminded, she joked, that as a
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Civil War historian, she had written a
book titled Mothers of Invention.
Gibson, now a Shorenstein Fellow at the
Harvard Kennedy School, asked about the
administration’s citing of financial straits
for everything from the termination of hot
breakfasts in undergraduate Houses to
the halting of construction of the science
complex in Allston. Addressing meals first,
Faust explained that Harvard had focused
on essentials: teaching, scholarship, and fi
nancial aid; confining undergraduate hotbreakfast service to one location, rather
than 12, made sense as the University
trimmed dispensable spending.
About campus development, she said
Allston “is critical to the future of Har
vard—but visions for academic use would
be realized “much more slowly” because
of the financial crash. She insisted that
the University now has no timetable for
development, and is, as reported, trying
to lease properties it has bought; provide
community amenities; and explore op
tions including commercial co-develop
ment—part of a broader “re-envisioning”
that might yield a lively mixed-use com
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munity of academic, institutional, and pri
vate investors during the next 50 years.
When Gibson asked whether Harvard’s
commitment to financial aid was sustain
able, Faust responded firmly that it was,
because the most important of Harvard’s
commitments is to attract talented indi
viduals regardless of their financial cir
cumstances.
While acknowledging continued un
certainty about the economy, Faust said
in the earlier conversation, “We have got
ten hold of the situation,” ensuring that
Harvard is “ much better positioned to
respond” in any circumstances. Harvard,
she said, must be prepared to “build on
our strengths no matter what” ensues,
while guarding against the assumption
that the University had quickly moved
“back to where we were” before the cur
rent recession began. “For a considerable
time,” she said, Harvard would be “more
constrained.”
A capital campaign. A Harvard-wide
fundraising campaign would of course
help loosen those constraints. (The last
such effort, the $2.6-billion University
Campaign, concluded more than a decade
ago, in May 2000—ancient history, in fun
draising terms.) A campaign is tied to the
institution’s president, Faust explained to
Gibson, and had been among her highest
priorities on taking office in 2007—but
the financial events of 2008-2009 (implic
itly, on campus and off, but she did not say
so) made it impossible to move forward
rapidly. She said that during the process
of planning and consulting with prospec
tive donors (now under way), neither the
timeline nor the size of a campaign goal
could be set or publicized. That planning
includes sorting out deans’ priorities,
aligning them with the University’s, and
testing ideas with donors. On September
8, she noted that this effort, lasting at least
several months, is taking place in an eco
nomic environment very different from the
robust conditions that shaped peer insti
tutions’ plans earlier in the decade, and
the campaigns they now have under way.
(Among institutions attempting to raise
$1 billion or more are Brown, Columbia,
Dartmouth, Penn, Princeton, Stanford,
and Yale.) In all, she indicated, the initial
strategizing and the “quiet phase” of ac
tual fundraising—where institutions seek
to secure commitments for a substantial
minority of their capital goals—could
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consume the “next couple of years.”
Scientific misconduct. Concerning
the findings that professor of psychology
Marc Hauser was responsible for “eight
instances of scientific misconduct” under
the Faculty of Arts and Sciences’ (FAS)
standards, Faust—who had not addressed
the issue publicly before—said on Sep
tember 8, “This is something at the core of
who and what we are. We must support
scientific integrity. We must assure scien
tific integrity.” Then, and when pressed by
Gibson—who asked why Hauser was still
a member of the faculty, and suggested
that University-level silence on the issue
had been “somewhat deafening”—Faust
explained that the review of the initial
allegations of misconduct (reportedly be
gun in 2007) was necessarily lengthy and
appropriately conducted within FAS: the
complex matters involved require faculty
experts who understand how research is
conducted to determine when it has been
done inappropriately. Peer institutions
proceed similarly in comparable cases, she
noted. Furthermore, she is “committed
to appropriate levels of confidentiality”
so that such investigations can protect
complainants, individuals whose work is
being reviewed, and subsequent federal
investigations (where required, as in this
case, because federal research funds sup
ported the work); but, she added, Harvard
had disclosed more in this instance than
in the past.
Within that context, she continued, the
findings had prompted extensive conver
sations about how to right the scientific
record, how to make sure investigative
procedures operate in the best way, and
how the discoveries should be communi
cated—and at least some of those matters
will be reviewed at the University level.
Openness—and its opposite. What
vision would Faust propound for the cen
tral aim of her presidency? Gibson asked.
“I would like people to feel that Harvard
is open to them,” she said: to enroll, and,
within the institution, to cross any inter
nal boundaries that might stand in the way
of their research, teaching, or learning.
In that context, Gibson subsequently
inquired about the controversy surround
ing Martin Peretz, Ph.D. ’66, a long-time
social studies lecturer whose teaching and
mentoring experience were to be recog
nized September 25 during a fiftieth-an
niversary celebration of that undergradu
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Marshall Ganz
Few who drop out of college for 27 years later return to join the Harvard faculty.
But Marshall Ganz ’64, M.P.A. ’93, Ph.D. ’00, who left after his junior year to register
black Mississippi voters (he wrote his senior tutor: “How can I come back and study
history, when we are busy making history?”) didn’t complete his A.B. until 1992. He’s
now a lecturer in public policy at the Kennedy School and a lecturer on social studies
at the College. In the interval, he worked as an organizer with César Chávez and the
United Farm Workers from 1965 to 1981; his 2009 book, Why David Sometimes Wins,
recounts that saga and extracts its lessons. Toward the end, “The organization began
to implode,” he recalls. “They were fruitful years that ended with a lot of hurt. A tragic story of success consuming itself. ” The son of a rabbi and a teacher, Ganz imbibed
an ardor for social justice, but explains, “I never got engaged in the theoretical, ideological stuff. I was really engaged by meeting the people involved.” He later worked
on electoral campaigns for politicians like Robert F. Kennedy ’48, Nancy Pelosi, and
Jerry Brown; in 2008, he helped set up a Camp Obama operation that trained 3,000
organizers. Ganz met his late wife, Susan Eaton ’79, M.P. A. ’93, at his twenty-fifth class
reunion; she died of leukemia in 2003. His training in “leadership through community
organizing” has reached organizations ranging from the Sierra Club to the Episcopal
Church to grassroots groups in Jordan and Syria. Ganz teaches courses on moral
leadership, organizing, and “public narrative”—stories that transform values into action. “They’re not courses about leadership,” he says. “They’re courses in leadership.”
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ate concentration—but who had also
prompted sharp criticisms for his broad
attacks on Muslims* (see “50 Years of So
cial Studies,” page 62). Ought Harvard to
be honoring this man—in a research fund
raised in his name? Gibson inquired.
For Faust, who had just talked about
making Harvard open and inclusive, these
are obviously fundamental matters. She
referred to her remarks on this theme
at Morning Prayers, at the beginning of
*Blogging in early September, Peretz had writ
ten, as editor in chief of the New Republic, “Mus
lim life is cheap, most notably to Muslims,” and
added, “I wonder whether I need honor these
people and pretend that they are worthy of
the privileges of the First Amendment which I
have in my gut the sense that they will abuse.”
These comments prompted New York Times col
umnist Nicholas D. Kristof ’82 (recently elected
an Overseer), to lament the “ venomous and
debased discourse about Islam” represented
by Peretz’s post. James Fallows ’70, writing
for TheAtlantic.com, denounced Peretz for
“an incredible instance of public bigotry in the
American intelligentsia.” On September 13, Per
etz posted “An Apology,” saying he was embar
rassed about the sentence concerning Muslims’
First Amendment rights, but stating about his
other sentence, “This is a statement of fact, not
value.” For Yom Kippur, Peretz followed up
with “Atonement,” noting that “in this past year
I have publicly committed the sin of wild and
wounding language, especially hurtful to our
Muslim brothers and sisters….I allowed emo
tion to run way ahead of reason, and feelings to
trample arguments.”

the fall term. (Then, she had said, after
recounting the University’s increasing
openness to blacks, women, and gays and
lesbians, “Much of Harvard’s history, es
pecially in the past half-century, has been
a story of extending the opportunities for
belonging, challenging not just our own
institutional assumptions but working to
become an agent of change and openness
in society more broadly.”) Peretz’s com
ments, she said, “struck a very different
chord”—the suggestion that there are
people who aren’t valued. Those senti
ments, she said, were clearly at odds with
the values Harvard wished to embrace.
Peretz himself, she said, had recognized
the “wild and wounding” nature of his re
marks.
As for the funds raised, she continued,
they reflected his former students’ appre
ciation of their teacher and adviser. The
money would support undergraduate re
search and engaged teaching—an “entire
ly appropriate basis” for such a gift. So it
would be accepted, a situation that Faust
acknowledged was a matter of “but/and.”
University governance. The Corpora
tion-led review of Harvard governance is
proceeding, Faust said at Massachusetts
Hall (see “The Corporation Changes,”
March-April, page 52). Corporation mem
bers have been meeting as an extended
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group (including Seth P. Waxman, presi
dent of the Board of Overseers; past Over
seers president Frances D. Fergusson; and
Robert N. Shapiro, an Overseer and past
president of the Harvard Alumni Associa
tion) to assess responsibilities, access to
information, the best ways to operate, and
so on. They are being assisted by Richard
P. Chait, professor of higher education
emeritus at the Graduate School of Edu
cation, who is advising on practices and
structures at other institutions, among
other matters. (Chait, a scholar of and
consultant on institutions’ leadership and
governance, was a participant in this mag
azine’s “Governing Harvard” roundtable
[May-June 2006, page 25]; among other
suggestions, the discussants recommend
ed changes in how the Corporation com
municated with the wider community
about its work and decisions.)
Asked whether there would be a public
component to the Corporation’s process,
Faust responded that the Corporation and
the wider group are reaching out, talking
with many people—as she was—and shar
ing more fully their queries and what they
had learned. But the work inherently could
not be fully turned into a broad process for
decision-making, she noted: undergradu
ates are not necessarily the best advisers
on how the Corporation should carry out
its fiduciary duties. What course the pro
cess ultimately takes and the conclusions
it reaches depend, she said, on what Cor
poration members and those with whom
they consult think is needed—“what the
absences or omissions have been and try
ing to fold those in” to a more effective way
of proceeding.
The outlook. Faust declared herself
“really excited about this year.…We can get
a lot done,” given the community’s “appe
tite for change and a willingness to get it
done,” academically and administratively.
With leaner operations, and further im
provements in processes planned, “It’s an
extraordinary moment for Harvard,” she
said. Campaign planning represents a com
mitment to take advantage of opportunities
ahead by envisioning the University as a
“forward-thinking, integrated” whole, iden
tifying the most important dreams involved
in its teaching and research missions, and
coming together to realize them. The result,
the president said, will be a “coherent state
ment of what Harvard is—and thus of what
a university is in the twenty-first century.”

